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(57) ABSTRACT
The invention relates to representation of one and multidimensional signal vectors in multiple nonorthogonal domains and design of Vector Quantizers that can be chosen among these representations. There is presented a Vector Quantization technique in multiple nonorthogonal domains for both waveform and model based signal characterization. An iterative codebook accuracy enhancement algorithm, applicable to both waveform and model based Vector Quantization in multiple nonorthogonal domains, which yields further improvement in signal coding performance, is disclosed. Further, Vector Quantization in multiple nonorthogonal domains is applied to speech and exhibits clear performance improvements of reconstruction quality for the same bit rate compared to existing single domain Vector Quantization techniques. The technique disclosed herein can be easily extended to several other one and multidimensional signal classes.
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Dec. US 7,310,598 Bl Quantizer is obtained, under certain design constraints and for a given performance objective, no other coding system can achieve a better performance. An n dimensional Vector Quantizer V of size K uniquely maps a vector x in an n dimensional Euclidean space to an element in the set S that 35 contains K representative points i.e., 25 sium Circ. and Syst., vol: 2, pp: 949-952, 1998;. Mikhael, W.
B., and Berg, A. P., "Image representation using nonorthogonal basis images with adaptive weight optimization," IEEE Signal Processing Letters, vol: 3 Issue: 6, pp: 165-167, June 1996; and Berg, A. P., and Mikhael, W. B., "Fidelity 30 enhancement of transform based image coding using nonorthogonal basis images," 1996 IEEE International Symposium Circ. and Syst., pp. 437-440 vol. 2, 1996.] A search was carried out which encompassed a novel software system which overcame the problem of transmitting different types of data such as speech, image, video data within a limited bandwidth. The searched system of the invention hereafter disclosed initially passes data separately through various transform domains such as Fourier Transform, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Haar Transform, Vector Quantization techniques have been successfully applied to various signal classes, particularly sampled speech, images, video etc. Vectors are formed either directly from the signal waveform (Waveform Vector Quantizers) or from the LP model parameters extracted from the signal (Mode based Vector Quantizers). Waveform vector quantizers often encode linear transform, domain representations of the signal vector or their representations using Multiresolution wavelet analysis. The premise of a model based signal characterization is that a broadband, spectrally flat excitation 40 Wavelet Transform, etc. In a learning mode the invention represents the data signal transmissions in each domain using a coding scheme (e.g. bits) for data compression such as a split vector quantization scheme with a novel algorithm. Next, the invention evaluates each of the different domains is processed by an all pole filter to generate the signal. Such 45 and picks out which domain move accurately represents the transmitted data by measuring distortion. The dynamic system automatically picks which domain is better for the particular signal being transmitted. A further objective is to demonstrate an example application of Vector Quantization in multiple nonorthogonal domains, to one of the most commonly used signals, namely speech.
A preferred embodiment of the invention utilizes a software system comprising the steps of: initially passing data separately through various transform domains such as Fourier Transform, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Haar Transform, Wavelet Transform, etc; then during the learning mode the resulting data signal transmissions in each domain uses a coding scheme (e.g. bits) for data compression such Encoding LP coefficients using LSP and residues using HAAR; (ii) Encoding LP coefficients using LAR and residues using DCT; and, (iii) Encoding the LP coefficients and as a split vector quantization scheme with a novel algorithm; and, evaluates each of the different domains and picks out which domain more accurately represents the transmitted data by measuring the extent of distortion by means of a dynamic system which automatically picks which domain is 50 better for the particular signal being transmitted.
residuals using the proposed LP-MND-VQ-S. FIGS. 15 (a), (b) , and (c) shows original speech record, reconstructed speech record and reconstruction error respectively using the proposed VQMND-Ms at 1 bps vs. time (secs).
The resulting performance improvement is clearly demonstrated in term of reconstruction quality for the same bit rate compared to existing single domain Vector Quantization techniques. Although one-dimensional speech signals are used to demonstrate the improved performance of the proposed method, the technique developed can be easily extended to several other one and multidimensional signal classes. An iterative codebook accuracy enhancement algorithm, applicable to both waveform and model based Vector Quantization in Multiple Nonorothgonal Domains, which yields further improvement in signal coding performance, is subsequently presented.
FIGS. 16 (a) and (b) For efficient encoding ofx,, a large number of bits has to be allocated for each vector. This may cause the codebook 65 size to be prohibitively large. The problem is addressed by using a suboptimal split or partitioned vector quantization 2.2 Multiple Transform Split Vector Quantizer: Encoder
In the running mode, signal vectors formed from input speech samples are partitioned to form subvectors corresponding to <I>,,,;118. Each of these sections is mapped to its corresponding codebook C J e.g., <i > vector best approximates the input vector in terms of the least squared distortion is chosen to represent the input and an index pointing to the chosen domain is appended to the code word. This index does not add any significant overhead to the codewords since a large number of transform domains may be indexed using a few bits. This is especially true for long vectors. The energy in the error for each transform domain representation is computed. Thus, if <I>( and <i>( are the input vector and the reconstructed representative vector 8 percentage of total vector energy they contain are shown in Table 1 . Training subvectors belonging to each subband of each transform are then collected and clustered using the k-means clustering algorithm.
The average number of bits per sample is calculated by dividing the total number of bits used to represent the concatenation of code words corresponding to each constituent subvector by the total length of the vector. 
where II.II represents the Euclidian norm. The index b is appended to the codeword to identify the domain b, 44 that was chosen to represent vector x,.
Multiple Transform Split Vector Quantizer: Decoder
The decoder receives the concatenated codeword c!, and the information about the transform k used to encode the speech sample vector. The decoder then accesses the codebook corresponding to the transform j. 
Results
The performance of the VQMND-W is evaluated in terms of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the reconstructed waveform as a function of the average number of Bits Per Sample (BPS). The SNR is calculated by:
Where x, is th i'h sample of the one-dimensional input speech signal oflength N and s, is the corresponding sample in the reconstructed waveform.
The codebook for VQMND-W is designed using a 130 second segment of speech sampled at 8000 Samples/second. Prior to processing the signal using the proposed VQMNDThe performance of the VQMND-W for 1.5 BPS using vector lengths of 16, 32 and 64 is compared in FIG. 3 Linear Prediction has been widely used in model based representation of signals. The premise of such representation is that a broadband, spectrally flat excitation, e(n), is pro-US 7,310,598 Bl 9 cessed by an all pole filter to generate the signal. Thus, widely used source-system coding techniques model the signal as the output of an all pole system that is excited by a spectrally white excitation signal. A typical LP sourcesystem signal model is shown in FIG. 7 . The coefficients of the all pole autoregressive system are derived by Linear Prediction (LP) analysis, a process that derives a set of moving average (MA) coefficients, A,=[a;o, -a,u -ai2, . .. , -a,(m-l)[r, a;o=l, over a frame of signal i. The LP predicts the present signal sample, x, (n) from m previous values by 10 minimizing the energy in the system output which is referred to as the prediction residual error, R,=[r,(O), r, (1) Sample results confirm the improved performance of the proposed method in terms of reconstruction quality, for the same bit rate, at the cost of a modest increase in computati on.
.1 Encoding the LP Coefficients of the VQMND-M
The LP analysis filter decorrelates the excitation and the 30 impulse response of the all pole synthesis filter to generate the prediction residual R, that is an estimate of the excitation signal (e(n). In other words, Transparent coding of the LP coefficients requires that there should be no objectionable distortion in the reconstructed synthesized signal due to quantization errors in encoding the LP coefficients [see Paliwal K. K., and Atal B. S., "Efficient Vector Quantization of LPC Coefficients at 24 r,(n)=c (n) While decoding, the signal x,(n) is synthesized by filtering the excitation, r,(n), by an autoregressive synthesis filter whose pole locations correspond to zeroes of the LP analysis filter. The response of the synthesis filter is given by to be allocated for each vector. This causes the codebook size to be prohibitively large. This problem is addressed by using a sub optimal split or partitioned vector quantization technique [see Gersho A., and Gray R. M., "Vector Quan-45 tization and Signal Compression," Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1991] . In the training mode, the codebooks are designed. For each representation of the LP coefficients, the corresponding coefficient vector is appropriately split into subvectors (sub-50 bands). An equal number of bits is assigned to each subvector. A codebook is then designed for each subvector of each representation. In the running mode, the coder selects codes for LP coefficients, from the domain that represents , vol. 63, No.4, pp 561-580, April 1975.] .
LP Coefficient Codebook Formation: Training Mode
The input signal X(n) is first windowed appropriately. Although, in this invention, the technique is illustrated using a bank of overlapping trapezoidal windows, WM FIG. 8 1.
Here II.II represents the Euclidian norm. The index, b, of the chosen domain, is appended to the concatenation of the codewords corresponding to each subvector obtained from codebooks cl 6 , c/, ... 'CL 6 , in domain b, respectively, and provides the reconstructed LP coefficient vector in domain j 138.
Prediction Residual Coding
In some applications, such as speech, LP coefficients are considered approximately stationary over the duration of one window, while the LP residuals are considered stationary over equal length segmented portions of the window. This situation is developed here to be consistent with the speech application presented later. Over each relatively stationary segment of the residual, appropriate linear transform domain representations compact the prediction residual information in fewer coefficients than time/space domain representation. This implies that the distribution of energy among the various transform coefficients is highly skewed and few transform coefficients represent most of the energy in the prediction residuals. This fact is exploited in split vector quantization, also referred to as partitioned vector quantization, where the transform coefficients of the windowed residual vector are partitioned into subvectors. Each subvector is separately represented. This partitioning enables processing of vectors with higher dimensions in contrast with time/space direct vector quantization.
In this contribution, in a manner similar to the encoding procedure for LP coefficients, each segment over which the prediction residual is considered stationary is simultaneously projected into multiple nonorthogonal transform domains. Each segment of the prediction residuals is repreof representation is described. The schematic of the overall LP Coefficient encoding process utilizing linear prediction analysis from the input signal frame 92, is shown in FIG. 9 -a,j, ... , -a,Cm-iff. The encoder then chooses one of the K representations to encode the LP coefficients of the i'h frame that gives the minimum error according to an appro-65 priate criterion. For illustration in this contribution, the domain chosen b is such that
Error Compensated Prediction Residuals
Instead of obtaining the prediction residuals, R,, corresponding to the i'h signal frame x,, from the unquantized LP coefficients A, as described by (6), the error compensated prediction residuals, CR,=[cr,(O), cr,(1), ... , cr,(N-l)f are ?btained by filtering x, by the quantized LP analysis filter A,6. The choice of b has been described in the previous section. Thus,
Since the residues are obtained by filtering the signal frame using the quantized LP coefficients, CR, accounts for the LP coefficient quantization error. US 7,310,598 Bl In the multiple nonorthogonal domain vector quantization techniques described in the previous sections, codebooks in a given domain are used to encode only those vectors that are better represented in that domain. In this section, an adaptive codebook accuracy enhancement algorithm is developed where the codebooks in a given domain are 10 improved by redesigning them using only those training vectors that are better represented in that domain. A detailed description of the adaptive codebook accuracy enhancement algorithm is presented in Section 4. For each signal frame, the domain ofrepresentation of LP 15 coefficients and the prediction residuals are chosen according to (11) and (13) respectively. Each set of codebooks in a given domain of representation for the LP coefficients C/,Cj, ... , Cj, for j=l,2 ... P, and for the prediction residuals, Ck_/, for k=l,2 ... , Mand q=l,2 ... Q, are then 20 re-designed using a modified training vector ensemble formed using only those training vectors that are better represented in that domain, i.e., those vectors that selected that particular domain of representation. During each iteration of the algorithm, the clustering procedure is initialized 25 with the centroids from the previous iteration. The algorithm is repeated until a certain performance objective is achieved.
In the simulation results presented in this contribution, it is observed that the performance of the VQMND-M, as measured by the overall Signal to Noise Ratio (17), obtained 30 using the training set of vectors increases significantly during the first three to four iterations for different codebook sizes. No significant performance improvement is observed after the third or fourth iteration and the adaptive algorithm is terminated. The filter is then excited by the reconstructed residual C R,=[cr,(O), cr,(1), ... 'cr,(N-l)] T to obtain the synthesized signal frame x',(n).
The synthesis process is defined by the difference equation,
In this section, a Vector Quantizer in Multiple Nonor-40 thogonal Domains for Model based Coding of speech (VQMND-Ms) is developed and evaluated. Several representations of the LP coefficients, and the residuals were considered and evaluated for this application. Sample results are given, and the representations selected are identified. 45 The Log Area Ratios (LAR), and the Line Spectral Pairs (LSP) representations were used for the LP coefficient encoding since they guarantee the stability of the speech synthesizer. The DCT and Haar transform domains were used to represent the residuals since these were previously 50 shown to augment each other in representing narrowband and broadband signals [see Berg, A. P. , and Mikhael, W. B., "A survey of mixed transform techniques for speech and image coding," Proc. of the 1999 IEEE International Symposium Circ. and Syst., ISCAS '99, vol.4, 1999] . Although one-dimensional speech signals are used to demonstrate the improved performance of the proposed method, the technique developed can be easily extended to several other one and multidimensional signal classes.
Concatenation of the signal frames x',(n) with addition of the corresponding components of the regions of overlap between adjacent window frames yields the reconstructed speech signal, X', at the receiver.
Linear Prediction Model Based Speech Coding
The goal of speech coding is to represent the speech 65 signals with a minimum number of bits for a predetermined perceptual quality. While speech waveforms can be efficiently represented at medium bit rates of 8-16 kbps using that after quantization, ifthe LSP corresponding to r,(z) and A,(z) continue to be interlaced and lie on a unit circle, the LP 10 analysis filter derived from the quantized LSP will have all its zeroes within the unit circle. In other words, the synthesis filter, whose poles coincide with the zeroes of the analysis filter, will be BIBO stable. is the expectation operator. The solution of (14) 
A quantization error in encoding <I>,2, <I>,2=[<I>,/, 50 <I>,/, ... , <I>,m 2 ], maintains the condition IKPl<l and thus ensures that the poles of the reconstructed synthesis filter lie within the unit circle. It must be noted that the superscript 2 is used to denote the representation of the LP coefficients as log area ratios. 
18
the prediction residual codebook were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed encoder.
The SNR, calculated by equation 21, as a function of the overall bps for the testing vector set, when the proposed LP-MND-VQ technique with an adaptive codebook design is used for the following two cases; (I) to encode the LP coefficients alone (unquantized prediction residuals are used in the reconstruction); and, (ii) to encode the LP coefficients and the ECPR, is given in FIG. 14(a) and FIG. 14(b A sample reconstruction of a speech waveform employing the proposed VQMND-Ms 2 ... ,Q, are formed from a long duration recording (3 minutes) of a speech signal. These codebooks are iteratively 15 improved using the algorithm described in Section 4.
The performance of the VQMND-Ms is evaluated for recordings of speech signals from different sources. The effect of quantization of LP coefficients on the response of the synthesis filter is studied in terms of the Normalized 20 Energy in the Error (NEE) obtained as (20) for a bit rate of 1 bit/sample is shown in FIG. 15 in FIG. 12 . The values of the NEE for the proposed codec is plotted including the additional bit required in identifying the domain (LSP or LAR) used for the representation of the coefficients of each frame. It is observed that the NEE is significantly lower for the same number of bits per frame, when the proposed method is employed for encoding the LP coefficients as compared to using the single domain representation approach. The performance of the overall coding system is evaluated on the basis of the quality of the synthesized speech at 50 the decoder. This performance is quantified in terms of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) calculated from During the first iteration of the ACAE algorithm, vectors from X, that chose domain j, when coded using the initial codebook set C 1 (0),C 2 (0), ... CF (0), are selected and the corresponding <I>( are collected to form the modified training vector ensemble designated ii(l) 174, 176, 178. In other words, the modified training vector ensemble designated ii(l) is obtained by ii(l)~{<t>(I for all i, index(x,(O)h} (22) Here, the mapping, b=index (x,(O)) indicates that for a given vector, x,, the domain be was chosen, when the set of codebooks C 1 (0), C 2 (0), ... CP(O) in iteration k=O were used.
The codebook cJ(O) is redesigned to obtain the improved codebook C(l) by forming clusters from the modified US 7,310,598 Bl 19 20
Performance Evaluation of the ACAE Algorithm for VQNMD Speech Coding
In this Section, the performance of the proposed ACAE training vector set il(l). The cluster centers of the cJ(O) are used to initialize the cluster centers for designing the codebook set C(l ). The same procedure is followed to update the codebook set in all domains, i.e., for j=l,2, ... , P as indicated by 180, 182 and 184. The ACAE algorithm is repeated until a performance objective is met via 188 as indicated in block 186. In the k'h iteration, the modified training vector ensemble in domain j is obtained by 5 algorithm is evaluated for speech codec based on VQMND technique using the Signal to Noise Ratio measure given by (24). An overlapping symmetric trapezoidal window 128 samples long is used. The middle nonoverlapping flat portion is 96 samples long.
i!(k)~{<t>/1 for all i, index (x;(k-l))~j} 10 (23)
The final cluster centers of cJ(k-1) are used to initialize the cluster centers for cJ (k).
The performance criteria evaluated at the k'h iteration is denoted Q(k). An example of Q(k) is the Signal to Noise 15 Ratio (SNR) evaluated for encoding the training signal using VQMND with codebook set cJ(k) for j=l,2, ... P. In this case, Q(k) is computed as follows. Let S(n) be the input signal and Sk(n) the reconstructed signal obtained using either VQMND-W or VQMND-M. The subscript k indicates 20 that the codebooks from the k'h iteration of the ACAE algorithm are used. The Signal to Noise Ratio for the k'h iteration of the ACAE algorithm is given by 4.4 Improved VQMND-W using ACAE The performance of the ACAE algorithm described in the previous Section is evaluated for VQMND-W. The vectors formed from the windowed signal are projected onto two nonorthgonal transform domains, DCT and Haar, i.e., P=2. The DCT and Haar transform domains are used since these were previously shown to augment each other in representing narrowband and broadband signals [see Berg, A. P., and Mikhael, W. B., "A survey of mixed transform techniques for speech and image coding," Proc. of the 1999 IEEE International Symposium Circ. and Syst., ISCAS '99, vol. 4, 1999.] . The vectors formed are split into four subvectors, i.e., L=4, and an initial set of codebooks [C 1 1 (0), C 2 1 (0), 
